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STRUCTURE OF FEATURE 

•  Structural Feature is anything the writer has done 
deliberately to shape or organise the text in a way 
that affects the audience. 

•  In which order and how do you present the various 
material ? 

•  Without structure, the feature article will fall apart 
and the readers will become disinterested. 



STRUCTURE OF FEATURE 

•  The feature has a basic structure. The 
shape depends on the style of your 
magazine varies but most feature articles 
have three acts. 
•  It has a Headline, an Introduction then a 

main body and a Conclusion. 



BASIC STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS OF FEATURE 

HEADLINE 

LEAD 

MAIN BODY 

ENDING 



HEADLINE 

•  A headline means to highlight the central 

idea of the feature article in a catchy way. 

•  This is a short and simple line that quick 

the reader’s attention and convinces them 

to read the piece. 



LEAD OR INTRO 

•  Introduction to the story or the first paragraph 
of the story. 
•  The lead or intro must attract immediate 

attention and sets the mood of the whole story. 
•  Leads can very in style and content. You can use 

description, narration, dialogue, question, 
picture, conflict etc. 



EXAMPLE OF LEAD 

•  News Summary Lead- This is similar to the lead in a 

news story. 

•  A descriptive Lead- A detailed description of a scene, a 

person, an action.. 

•  Contrast Lead- Conflict and contrast many a times 

provide a feature with lead which may bring forth the  

controversial nature of the feature. 

•  Picture Lead- This gives a vivid description of the 

setting of the feature or feeling. 



THE BODY 
•  The body of a feature is developed logically and smoothly 

in the same way as a news story. 

•  It is the explanation and the proof. Include all your facts. 

•  Descriptions of your own observations. 

•  Body is the major area so every word and concept must 

be rightly written and rightly placed. 

•  All the paragraphs of the main body should be well-

connected with each other. 

•  Avoid unnecessary details. 



ENDING OR CONCLUSION 
•  A conclusion is the final statement that brings 

together all your ideas. 
•  Conclusion may be a summing up of the contents of 

a feature, or a climax as in a short story. 
•  The conclusion should give the reader a sense of 

satisfaction 
•  Solution to the issue or problem. 
•  Conclusions need to be strong, concise and inviting 

the reader’s opinion. 


